TWO VARIETIES OF INDUSTRIAL

POLICY: A CRITIQUE
Don Lavoie
Introduction
Should a special agency be established and invested with the
responsibility of explicitly guiding our nation’s Industrial development? Clearly the growth rate of our economy Is not what It used to
be. Can we afford to let International economic changes continue to
disrupt our economy without entrusting a national agency with the
task of easing whatever transformations seem necessary? Must we
stand Idly by and permit the burdens of such changes to be borne
haphazardly and unequally, or should we not consciously decide
such matters? Must we not deliberately take on the task of”reindustrlaflzing” the American economy, of getting our economy movIng
again?
With such questions, contemporary advocates of “industrial policy” are raising issues which have a rich tradition ofscholarly debate
In the field of comparative economic systems. My aIm Is not to elaborate on those academic debates but to apply what I take to be their
chief “lessons” to the proposals of two of the most prominent advocates ofIndustrial policy, Felix C. Rohatyn, Wall Street financier and
head of New York’s Municipal AssIstance Corporation (“Big MAC”),
and Robert B. Reich of Harvard’s John F. Kennedy School of Government. I will try to show that the apparent reasonableness of the
questions posed in the opening paragraph disguises a serious misunderstanding by industrial policy advocates of the way in which a
modern economy works. In particular, I will contend that both the
differences between these two advocates of Industrial policy and
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their underlyIng similarities reveal basic flaws In the whole idea of
IndustrIal policy.
The classic debates I have in mind were over the political and
economic difficulties of centralized economic planning. Advocates
of industrial policy are quick to point out that their aims are much
less ambitious. To avoid—oratleast delay—oflendingmyopponents,
I will refrain from labeling their policies “national economic planning,” even though I see little substantive difference between Industrial policy and the policies that more forthright advocates like Wassily Leontiefcall planning.
As used today the term “Industrialpolicy” usually Implies the Idea
of establishing a new Reconstruction Finance Corporation (RFC);
that is, a special agency of the national government with the responsibilityfor guiding investment in directions different from those they
otherwise would take. This investment-guiding agency might be
modeled on America’s earlier RFC—an idea favored by Rohatyn—
or on Japan’s Ministry of International Trade and Industry (MIT!)—
an idea supported by Reich. For theoretical as well as historical
reasons, I will argue that we should adamantly oppose the establishment of any such agency in the American economy. A new RFC,
whether of the Rohatyn or the Reich variety, would be politically
dangerous and economically burdensome for the same reasons centralizedplanningwas showntobe melUclent duringthe dassicdebates
over planning.
There are two difficulties identified by the earlier debates over
central planning which apply to industrial policy. First~there is the
political problem: The danger that this new RFC could become a
powerful dictatorial weapon. Can the proposed agency be expected
even to try to do the bidding of the wisest and most benevolent
advisors?’ Second,there Is the knowledge probiem: Thosewho direct
the new RFC will necessarily lack the knowledge to carry out theft
own goal of relndustrializing our economy. The question here is
whether an investment-guiding agency that Is (somehow) controlled
even by the most benevolent and wise directors would be wise
enough to be able to acomplish more good for the economy than
damage.2
‘The classic statement ofthe political problem Is F. A. Hayek’s The Road to Sesfdom
(1944).
‘rue knowledge problem was called the “calculation problem” In the economists’
debates of the 1920s and 1930s, and Its chief propounders were Ludwig von Mlses
(193~and F. A. Hayek (1948).! havetriedto elaborateon themeaning andsignificance
of this controversy In my Sthcomlng book (1985). See alsoVaughn (1980), Hoff (1981),
and Lavole (1981).
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Reich and Rohatyn readily admit the potential danger of the political problem but offerprecisely opposite “solutions,” neither ofwhich
Is terribly convincing. The two authors, however, seem unaware of
the knowledge problem, or even the possibility ofsuch a problem,
and therefore offer no clues for its solution.
The knowledge problem alerts us to the fact that the competitive
market process achieves a higher degree of “Intelligence” in spontaneously dIrecting industrial change than Is possible for any single
agency within the economic system. In effect, decentralized competitive processes, although they possess no single “director,” exhibit
a soft of “social intelligence” which exceeds the “individual Intelligence” that Is attainable by any single agency.
The competitive process is able to achieve this by means of the
price system. Itis the continuously changing configuration ofrelative
prices that provides signals to the disparate decision makers, who
calculate profit and loss In terms of these prices. Individuals who
discover more efficient ways of using society’s resources are rewarded
with profits. In this manner a high degree of precision is possible
when choosIng among an array of complex production plans. The
knowledge generated by the varIous competitive “tugs” exerted by
market participants on relative prices is revealed only in profit/loss
accounting. Given the manner in which the market uses knowledge,
the best any individual intelligence can ever do to enhance the flow
of new investment is to participate In the social process, to try to tug
prices in the desired directions and see whether profit or loss Is
forthcoming.
The term “social intelligence” is ofcourse only a metaphor. All
real intelligence lies within individual human minds. Nevertheless,
the only way human Intelligence has ever been exercised Is In social
processes of Interaction with other minds, whether in the processof
communicating in a language, debatIng In a scholarly sclentificJournal, or competingfor profit in an economy. Forour purpose the issue
of “social intelligence” involves the extent to which individual
knowledge can be Imparted to the price system.
The extent to which any particular market particIpant can affect
prices derives from his superior knowledge of localized economic
circumstances. He contributes his knowledge to that contained in
the price system as a whole and Is rewarded for this contribution by
earning a profit. On the other hand, if his “tug” Is misinformed, Its
influence will be eroded by Incurring a loss. But when the strength
of a market participant’s effect on prices derives merely from the
fact that he receives special attention from an RFC-type agency
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attempting to “make industrial policy,” the whole knowledge dIspersal process is undermined.
The knowledge problem constitutes a challenge to advocates of
Industrial policy which could be put In the form of a question: “If
you are so knowledgeable about investing, why not just go out and
make a profit?” This question may sound rude and Irrelevant, but it
strikes atthe heartofthe difficulty. Both Reichandaohatyn restthelr
case on their own expertise. They are touted by their supporters as
“financIal wizards” who know how to guide investment. But society
can more readily benefit from the superior knowledge of any Individual when he uses It in the competitive process. If Ketch and
Rohatynare the financialwizards they claim, then society will benefit
ifthey gain market power—not by forcibly channeling market forces
in the desired directions, but by profiting from their own superior
Investment decisions.
ReIch and Rohatyn have very different ideas about which industries ought to be helped and how; thus they cannot both know the
best way to guide investment The only proven testing ground for
their competIng views ofindustrIal policy Is a free and open competition for profit In short, the competitive market implicitly compels the “smart” investor to put his money where his mouth Is, but
Rohatyn and Reich want these baffles to be fought expilcltly within
the federal government. ItIs the main conclusion ofthe knowledge
problem argument, however, that there are no rational grounds upon
which Reich could convince Rohatyn or vice versa. There is no way
an individual can know what specific industrial policy the government ought to follow. The task ofguiding Industrial development In
the modern economy is too compLex to be made explicitly; that is,
by Individual intellIgence. Instead, It must be accomplished tacitly
by the interplay of rivalrous competition in the price system; that is,
by “social intelligence.” As a resultthe baffles over specific industrial
policies are sure to be fought with weapons other than those of
reasoned debate.
The knowledge problem and the political problem are therefore
Intertwined. The knowledge problem says that neither Reich nor
Rohatyn (nor other proponents of Industrial policy) can possibly
know which Industries will ultimately enhance industrial growth.
The political problem says thatwith so much power concentrated In
a single agency and since the case for any particular use ofthis power
lies beyond the capacity of human reason to fully establish, baffles
are likely to be won by brute force rather than by careful debate.
The next section of this paper examines Rohatyn’s and Reich’s
proposals for reindustrlallzlng America in light of the knowledge
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problem and the political problem, I then consIder their historical
arguments, IncludingRohatyn’s own success story in New York City
and the one he tells about the old RFC ofthe 1930s, as well as Reich’s
attribution ofJapan’s postwar success to MITI.

Reindustrialization and the “Structure” Metaphor
The word “reindustrialization” has become the political slogan of
the seasonpreciselybecauseit is vague enough to include everyone’s
program and Innocuous enough to be negotiable as ideological currency. Everybody favors revitalizing and modernizing American
industry. Reindustriallzatlon refors to a fairly uncontroversial goal of
national policy, achieving a second industrial revolution, while leaving the more contentious means unspecified. As a result confusion
reignsaboutwhat reindustriallzation implies in terms ofany concrete
measures for stimulatIng the economy. The term spans the spectrum,
from radical leftists to establishment liberals and even populist conservatives. In fact one leftist writer (Lens 1980, p. 44) attributes Its
origIn to right-wIng congressman Jack Kemp, and condemns it as
fascism, while others on the extreme left have trIed to appropriate
the slogan forthemselves (Bluestone and Harrison 1982).’
Despite the wide range of political thinkers associated with reindustrialization, an important subset seems to be emerging, distinguishable from both welfare-state liberals and conservatives. The

emergingperspective hasbeen singled outby one enthusiastic writer
as a “new economics” that is “at the frontiers ofeconomic thinking” in much the same wayKeynes became in the 1930s. Ithas even
been christened with another, almost equally ambIguous, name:
“structuralism.”4
While the common grounds discernable among this diverse group
are much too nebulous to earn it designation as an economic school
of thought, the term “structuralism” captures a key attitude typical
‘Lens and Bluestone and Harrison all consider Ilohatyn a politically dangerous corporativist or Inst (understandably In my view) and yet Bluestone and Harrison refer to
their ownprogram as “relndustrlallzationwith ahutnan face,”athrowback to thephrase
popular a decade ago among Eurocominunlsts and Eastern European dissidents who
hoped to oreate a“socialism with a human fooe.” One may legitimately wonder, however,whetherputting a”human thcC on what areessentially socialistor fasoistpolicies
can somehow transform them from reactionary Into progressive ones or whether It
succeeds only in disguising theirtrue nature.
‘Besides Robatyn and Reich, Karen W. Aronson (1982, sectIon 3, pp.1,24) Includes
rather broadlyunderthis term both Paul Samuelson, anold-time establishment Keynesian, and Barry Bluestone and Bennett HarrIson (1982) on the radical loft. Among the
writers associated with this perspective should be included Bowlcs, Cordon, and
welsskopf (1983), and Muller (1980).
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of most advocates of relndustrialization. The extended use ofa civil
engineeringmetaphor typifies this view: The economy Is like a great
structure, a building In which certain stories (Industries or regions)
are the foundations which must remain firm to support the whole
edifice of the relatively superficial upper stories. IndustrIal policy is
advocated to shore up the weakening beams and supports upon which
the survIval of the rest of the structure depends. A new RFC Is
promoted as a sort of crack team ofspecialists, responsible for identifring any structural weaknesses In the economy and for patching
them up with federally guaranteed loans, grants, and other forms
ofaid.
As long as we remain on this vague and metaphorical level, there
Is complete agreement between Reich and Rohatyn; but the RFC
agencies envisaged by these two advocates of IndustrIal policy are
starkly different in two respects. Rohatyn prefers an “Insulated”
agency funneling aid to sunset Industries, while ReIch advocates an
“open” agency directing aid to sunrIse industries.
Rohatyn proposes protecting government experts from the fray of
political battles by Isolating them from democratic pressures. He
complains there are already too many democratic checks on the
discretion of our leaders, and he favors constitutional change “so that
a president with a real vision of the future wIll be able to put his
program through.” Rohatyn admits this change would be “obviously
a risk for democracy,” but apparently it Is one he is willing to take
(1980b, p. 24). HIs new RFC would be “publicly accountable, but
shelteredfrom politicalpressures” (1982b,p.80), and Rohatynbelieves
that In this way “fair” agreements can be negotiated.
In contrast, Reich would pursue consensus by further opening up
the process by establIshing a “national bargainIng arena” where
proposals can be “debated in 1W! view (of thosel groups on whom
their costs would fall” (1983, p.276). ReIch’s argumentthat Rohatyn’s
closed RFC would represent a dangerous concentration of power is
convincing. But so is Rohatyn’s claim that Reich’s open REt would
become a politicizedchaos ofspecial Interestdealings. Neither offers
any compelling reasons why closing or opening the new RFC to
direct political scrutiny would reduce the likelihood of the new
agency’s exploitation by special Interests.
Rohatyn’s emphasis on salvaging the declIning older Industries is
also In direct contrast to ReIch’s emphasis on promoting newer, high
tech, or as he prefers to call them, “flexible-system” enterprIses
(1983, pp. 13, 127—39). Rohatyn wants to channel Investment funds
toward steel plants, highways, and subway systems, while Reich
wants to promote those Industries which are, according to his own
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expectations, destined to be the technologies ofthe future. As Reich
(1983, p. 13) puts It:
The IndustrIes In which the United States can retain a competitive
edge will be based not on huge volume and standardization, but on
producing relatively smaller batches of more specialized, highervalued products—goodsthat areprecision-engineered, that are custom-tailored to serve Individual markets, or that embody rapidly
evolving technologies. Such products will be found in high-value
segments ofmore traditional Industries (specialty steel and chemicab, computer-controlled machine tools, advanced automobile

components) as well as In new high-technology Industries (semiconductors, fiber optics, lasers, biotechnology, and robotics).5
But these proponents of reindustrialization fully concur that the
economy is dangerously “out of control” and therefore In need of
concerted government action. Rohatyn (1980a) begins one of his
articles with these words: “ft has been apparent for some time that
our economy was out ofcontrol.
(p. 13). Reich (1983) begins his
latestbook by declaring that “since the late 1960s America’s economy
has been slowly unraveling” (p. 3); he later warns ominously that
“the U.S. economy is grinding to a slow, painful halt” (p. 134). To
meet the challenge of International competitors such as Japan and
West Germany, says Reich, “requires far-reachIng economic and
social changes”; but we are “not organized for changes ofthis magnitude” (p. 14). Hence an Institution for “orchestrating a~ustment”
Isneeded as well as “more strategic policies to shiftcitizens to highervalued production”; thatis, we need to gain control over the “unraveling” American economy (p. 267).~
Common to advocates of industrial policy is theIr use of the structure metaphor to promote the salvaging of certain industries designated as basic. Rohatyn remarks that services are a “weak basis for
the economy” and are somehow “debilitating, both In. substance
and in.. symbolism” (in Alperil 1981, p. 29). The kinds ofindustries
that Rohatyn views as more appropriate to our country’s symbolIc
self-image and which constitute the necessary foundation of the
Industrial structure are the manufacturIng sectors, especiallythe heavy
. .“

.

.

.

5Relch’s numerous discussions ofthe kinds ofindustries he sees dominating the future
have the ring of an advertisement for a wall Street Inveatmont house. We must keep
In mind, however, that his Intention Is not to persuade people to invest In these
Industries.
‘See also Magszlner and Belch (1983. p~258), who contend that America’s economic
problems arc attributable to “the absence of any single agency or office with overall
responsibility for monitoring changes In world markets or In the competitiveness of
American Industry, or for easing the acVustment of the domestic economy to these

changeL”
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Industries such as steel and cars. Rohatyn views It as a national crisIs
that “McDonald’s hamburger chain employs more people than U. S.
Steel” and concludes that a massive effort is needed to rescue hIs
favored Industries (Rohatyn 1981a, p. 16).’
Reich (1983) agrees that “the nationcannot relyon services” because
these “depend on the vigor ofits future manufacturing base” (p. 132).
The fact that the “nations of Western Europe and Japan have been
selling America more manufactured goods than it has been selling
back to them” is taken as evidence of the decline of this country’s
economy. The crisis Is the fact that “America’s basic steel, textile,
automobile, consumer electronics, rubber, and petrochemical industries are becoming uncompetitive in the world” (p. 126).~
Despite frequent insinuations that the proper image of a proud
nation should depend on tough and physical things such as steel
plate and truck chassis rather than soft and gushy things such as
soybeans and hamburgers, there is nothing substantive to suggest
what is so shameful about this state of airs. For over 200 years
economists have argued that the wisest course for any nation is to
permit free trade. Each country then can produce those goods for
which It has a comparative advantage and exchange them for the
goods that are more efficiently produced by others. Only In this way
can we generate the maximum quantity of all the goods we would
like to consume. While it might damage some people’s sense of
patriotism to face the fact that America exports agricultural products
to Japan in exchange for manufacturing goods, surely this Is a development with which mature adults can learn to cope. It seems that
our prImary concern should be whether we have jobs and what
quality of IS these jobs allow us to afford, not whether the goods
we happen to be most efficient at producing promote the symbolic
Image we have ofourselves.

‘On Rohatyn’s propensity to see “serious repercussions” and national crises everywhere see the Insightful review of Rohatyils The Twenty-Year Century (1984) by
Michael Illnsley (1984, p. 21).
‘Similar symbolic preferences for certain “basic” (one could almost say “macho’)
Industries are to be found among most other proponents of Industrial policy as well.
Bluestone and HarrIson (19* p.5) find It “shocking” that
In terms of dollar value, the number one Japaneso product sold to AmerIca was
passenger motorvehicles, followedby Iron and steel plates,truck andtractor chassis,
radios, motorbIkes, and audio and video tape recorders. In contrast AmerIca’s top
sevenexports to Japan. In orderofdollar value, were soybeans, corn,fir logs,hemlock
logs, coal,wheatandcotton. The.. . United States has beenreducedtoan agricultural
nation trying desperately to compete with the manufacturer of the world’s most
sophisticated capital and consumer goods.
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Rohatyn and Reich do suggest that there are substantive as well as
symbolic reasons to resIst the decline of the basic industries, but
otTer only occasional clues as to what these masons are.°They each
try to argue that we should salvage some industries because
they
constitute the main source of demand fur other Industries.’0 Such
connections between sectors can be multiplied at will and both
authors, ofcourse, differ with respect to which industrIes should be
helped. For example much ofthe steel the United States does produce competitively is the type needed for high-tech Industries, such
as microprocessors. Hence ReIch argues that granting cheap credit
to the latter will help the former, while Rohatyn claims that aiding
the furmer will help promotethe latter. Butthe relationships between
the health of different sectors In a modern economy are so intricate
and complex thatit is highly Implausible that any single agency could
tAke them all Into account.
Reich agrees with Rohatyn that the uncontrolled decline of“basic”
industries constitutes the main problem which Industrial polIcy Is
supposed to solve, but he disagrees about how to respond to this
declIne. While Rohatyn wants to retard structural change, Reich
wants to hasten it. Rohatyn Is for shoring up the old structures, Reich
fur “restructuring” them to adjust to new realities. ReIch believes
the national bargaining arena should “negotiate a package ofpublic
adjustment assistance designed explIcitly to buttress their most competitive operations, retrain their work force, and shift other resources
to more profitable uses” (1983, p. 276),but he Is quick to assure us,
‘Ills does not mean thatindustrialized countries mustabandontheir
older Industries, lIke steel, chemicals, textIles, and automobiles,”
which are “the gateways through which new productsand processes
emerge” 130). Nor, he says, should these industriesbe supported
as they are now through government subsidies. Rather we should
(p.

‘Rohatyn occasionally suggests that the real reason for the priorIty of structural Industries Is national defense, but this argumont carries little weight It Is not only things
like steel and truck parts that foreign governments could withhold to hurt our military
production. Ina world thatIs IncreasIngly Interdependent It Is difficult to think of any
products, otherthan nonessential consumer Items, the withholdIng ofwhich could not
somehow, dIrectlyor Indirectly, harm the Interests ofnational security. To defend Itself
flean such potential blackmail the UnIted States wouldhave to become virtuaHy autarkic.
But to even approach thatcondition would reduce our productivity so drastically as to
genuinely endanger our national defense,
‘9tohatyn (l982b,p. 80) poInts outthat“the autoIndustry Is oneof the largestcustomers
of microprocessors as well as of Industrial robots and many other hIgh~technology
products.” Hence he argues that if we are to promote high-tech Industries, we must
first save the so-called basicIndustries. Reich (1983, p. 132) sImilarly argues that since
so much of the service sector Is “directly linked to the manufacturing base of the
country,” It “surely will diminish as merchandise trade declines.”
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“restructure them toward higher valued and technologically more
sophisticated busInesses.””
All of this propping up and restructuring, ofcourse, Isgoing to cost
a lot ofmoney. Both Rohatyn and Reich acknowledge this and favor
increased taxes on consumption to defray the costs of reindustrialIzing. They take pride in the fact that, unlike the welfare-state liberalism ofthe 1960s which made glowing promises of benefits without regard to costs, in the 1980s they stress the costs. Rohatyn and
Reich remind us, time and time again, that to reawaken our sluggish
Industrial system real sacrIfices will be necessary. The recognition
ofscarcity, ofthefact thatevery course ofaction entails the foregoing
ofother potential courses of action, Is, indeed among the most Important prInciples of economics. But, after all, welfare liberals used to
talk about sacrifice too. It Is hardly a timdamental departure from the
old policIes If Reich and Rohatyn merely have projections that are
less optImistic or iftheir theme tends to be one ofequalizing burdens
rather than ofspreading unlimited wealth.m
The structuralists present their program as if it represented a sharp
departure from the kinds of Keynesian/welfare-state policies that
have been practiced overthe past fewdecades. Rohatyn, for example,
declares that what the economy needs Is not the “continued application of Band-Aids” but rather a dose of “strong medicine.” Reich
agrees with Rohatyn that the traditional tools of Keynesian macroeconomic policy are “too broad and too blunt” and that we are therefore “beyond economic ‘fine tunIng.”3
Upon closer examInation, however, the structuralists offer nothing
but old fine-tuning policies after all. Their proposals sound like the
same old band-aids: increased taxes, runway money supply and
Inflation, skyrocketing government expenditure and Indebtedness,
and more government domination ofthe economy.
The proponents ofreindustrialization are no more sensitive to the
genuinely democratIc tax revolt than were the welfare-state liberals;
they just favor Increasing different taxes. Reindustrlalization proponents often advocate openIng up and creating new tax loopholes and
using tax incentives as one of the main instruments of Industrial
“ReIch (1083, pp. 130,118—ID) seems to believe there Is a fundamental distinction
between the sort of restructurInghe has In mindand the kind of government subsidies
we now have.
“liohatyn wants the new REC to ensure “evenly distrIbuted burdens” (1980b, p. 24)
while Reich calls for the agency to arrive at “a fairsharing of the burdens and benefits
ofIndustrial change” (1983, p. 256).
3
‘ Rohatyn (1980a, p.6) and ReIch (1983, p. 202). See also Muller (1980, pp. 28-29).
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policy.’4 The taxrevenues lost to these loopholes are to be more than
made up for by Imposing heavy taxes on consumption. Both the
corporate taxes preferred by welfare-state liberals and the consumption taxes to which the structurallsts are partial are likely, however,
to be most heavily borne by some ofthe poorest and most overtaxed
segments ofsociety. Having discovered the damage government has
caused theeconomy by stilling investment with taxes on capital gains
and profits, most structuralists want to Impose excise taxes and stifle
consumption Instead.”
Whilepaying lip service to the need to bring government spending
under control, the structuralists, like their welfare-state precursors,
promise massive spending projects that are guaranteed to Increase
total government expenditures dramatically.” Reich says, “We need
a political revitalization,” and envIes West Germany, France, and
Japan, where “traditions of legitimate government involvement in
orchestrating economic change were firmly established” and where
there are “more government-sponsored training and retraining, more
generous unemployment assistance, and health benefits that are distributed more widely.” Rohatyn talks casually about spending a trillion dollars on rejuvenating the country’s physical plant’7 AnddespIte
their“age oflhnits” rhetoric, both are as prone toambitious, visionary
government-spending agendas as the welfare-state liberals, as Is
revealed In the grandiose titles oftheir latest books: The Twenty-

Year Century: Essays on Economics and Public Policy and The Next
American Frontier.
‘AsnitaI Etulonl (1983, pp. 311-41) relies prImarily on tax incentives as themechanism
for his “semi-targeted” planning. Rohatyn (lOSia, p. 14) Is particularly fond of federal
“programs for Incentives Sr local tax reductions as a way to gIve stimulus to areas
sufibring the greatest economic hardshIp.” While I agree wIth the general policy
direction ofreducIng taxes,the basIcknowledge problem arguments npplyjustas much
togovernmental attempts to steerthe economy through differentiai taxatIon as they do
tothe use of other policy tools.
“See EtzIonl (1983, p. 311), ItoIch (1983, p. 242), and Rohatyn (1982b, p.74).
“Rohatyn (l982b, p. 80), for example, admIts that “slowdowns Inthe growth of SocIal
Security and healthcsre costs are absolutely essential” Ifthey are not to end up completely bankrupting the federal government He critIcizes Reagan’s modest aftempts
tocutback on welfare programs not because he finds theiroperation actually to be fair,
but on the grounds that “a democracy, to survive, must at the very least appear to be
fair” and that “this Is no longer the case In America” (1982b, p. 90). Presumably were
Rohatyn In charge he would keep up appearances of this kind.
“Reich (1983, p. 215; pp.14-15), Rohatyn (1982b~p.12). Under the Carteradmlnlstra’
lion Rohatyn (l980h, p. 23) was saying that part ofhis gas tax “should finance tar cuts
thatwill lead to Increased investment and an Increase In mthtary spending.” Now that
Reagan has promIsed us this program Rohatyn Is saying thIngs like “our defense
program cannot be immune from. . . retrenchment” (1982b, p. 14).
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Rohatyn likes to joke that Reaganomics is “Keynes in drag,” a
program dressed up as fiscally responsible but underneath aprescripdon for deficits caused by tax cuts Instead of by spending.” But In
Rohatyn’s own policies It Is hard to see how Keyneslanlsm has been
transcended. Unwilling to challenge either defense or nondefense
spending in any fundamental way, and prepared to add the Immense
cost of a new RFC to the already bloated budget~the structuralists
cannot be expected to do much to reduce the federal deficit (Reich
1983, p. 120).” Rohatyn’s solution to budgets that do not balance is
to move expenses offbudget that is, pretend the deficit is not there,
and then get somebody else to pick up the tab.
In addition Reich seems to believe that merely adding the acijective “explicit” to the Intellectual arsenal ofestablishment liberalism
Is enough to turn old, unworkable policies into promising new ones:
“An explicit regulatory policy would let Americans deal sensibly
with the hard choices about the social costs of a given path of economic development—the concrete sacrIfices of health, safety, and
the environment that it would entail and upon whom the burdens
would fall.” Similarly Reich expectsan “explicit trainingand retraining policy” to work where Implicit training programs have failed,
Ills repeated calls for replacIng the implicit decision makIng ofthe
market with explicit politIcal decision making ignore the possibilIty
of a limitation on the capacity of the individual human mInd to
“Rohatyn frequently mistakes ReaganomIcs the rhetoric for ReaganomIcs the actual
policies ofthe current admInIstratIon when he describes the latteras “massIve taxcuts
and hugh Increases In defense spendIng combIned with light money” or as “a huge
budget cutcoupled with ahuge taxcut and restrictIve monetary policy” (198la, p.14),
In fact federal spendIng Is settIng a 10’year record under Reagan, Increasing In real
terms by 8.1 portent from October 1981 to May 1982, while revenues from taxation
rose In rcal terms In 1982 by 6.2 percent; the fastest Increase since 1911. The “tight
money supply (M2) grew at an annual rate of9.1 percent duringihe thIrd quarter of
1982. The deficit under Reagan wIll be large Indeed, but Its cause Is not tax cuts but
the more familiarproblem ofrunaway spending. What we have here Is not “Keynes In
drag” at all. We still have Keynes.
“The Business Week (1980, p.27) Issue on relndustrializatlon suggests that the federal
budget be dIvIded Into two parts, a current accounts budget; which “should show a
substantial surplus,”andarelndustriallzation budget, which “would have to runalarge
deficit for some time.” Thus other governmental pr~ectswill have to tighten theIr
belts, while the part that Is needed “to help rebuild the eroded capItal base” should
not be “distorted by efforts to create the Illusion that Income will match outgo Immedlately7 Robatyn (198lb) Insists that runninghIs new REC wIth “lendIng capacIty of
$25 billion to $30 bIllIon, mostly provIded by govemment-guaranteod bonds” would
have only “lImIted Impact on the federal budget,” but IfIts operation Is anything like
that ofIts namesake we can expect this to directly cost something on the order of $10
billion for every *30 bIllion It lends out, not counting Its crowding-out effects on the
capS ma*ets.
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articulate all the information that is used by the competitive discovery process. Reich simply assumes that anything the market does
Implicitly can be done as well by explicit governmentpollcy, Yet the
central argument of the knowledge problem Is precIsely that the
market system’s ability to generate as much wealth as It does Is
primarily due to the fact that It can make use of tacit knowledge In a
waythat Reich’s explicit politics cannot Reich asserts that questions
suchaswhere the burdens ofany givenregulation will fall are unknown
only becauseAmericans are too secretive or are unwilling to face up
to the “hard choices” we confront. That such issues might have to
be decided implicitly—because the remote effects ofpolicies are not
ascertainable In advance—Is a possibility he does not seem to have
entertained.
In short, the advocates ofrelndustrlallzation seem to be as certain
to Increase the burdens of deficits and inflation as were the welfarestate liberals. Reich’s only contributiontothe &iled Incomes policies
ofthe past Is that he would makethem“explicit” so that the government can make “aboveboard choIces about how the burden offightIng Inflation should be allocated” (ReIch 1983, p~274).~And Rohatyn
repeatedly calls for a renewed bout of credit expansion by the Fed
to reduce unemployment (at least temporarIly) and to rejuvenate the
housing and construction industries with lower interest rates.t’ Like
“Apparently It baa not occurred to ReIch that the way Inflation works makes Its redlstrlbutlonary effects fur too complIcated to be sorted out Those who get the newly
created money relatively sooner benefit atthe expense of those who fr,ce higher costs
before they receive Inflated Incomes. The only way to allocate these burdens fuirly
would be to trace the detailed flow of money expendItures throughout the whole
economy. But it that were possible we could dlspenso with themarket altogether and
adoptcomprehensIve central planning.
“Rohatyn (1982a, p.7) advocates the creation of “sizable new credits from the banking
system” In addition to debt extensIons and moratorIums In order to shore up our
weakenIng financIal structures. He says that “we can have no real growth until ow
Interestrate structure Is lowered” (1980b, p.23) and thus consIders It“our moat urgent
nationalobjective” to achieve“the reduction ofunemployment through hIgheconomic
growth rates and low interest rates.” This, be realizes, requIres“a commitment on the
part of the Federal Reserve to acoelerate Its downward pressure on Interest rates”
(1982b, p. 14). or In other words vigorous monetary expansIon to artlfloally lower the
price of credit.
It has beenpreciselythis policyofcreditexpansion which Hayek’s workIn monetary
theory (for example, 1931; 1933; 1939) has shown leads to both Inflation and unemployment Although the Immediate effect of lowerIng interest rates Is stImulatIve, the
extra Investments this policy encourages are not coordinated with genuIne consumer
demand, but rather are dependent on further Injections of money. When the credit
expansion Is reduced Inorder to fight the Inflation this polIcy created In the first place,
theinvostments that bad beenartlilcally stImulated are suddenly revealed to be unprof-

itable and a recession results.
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proponents of the welfare state, Rohatyn (1982b, p. 90) admIts his
ambItious spending programs run the risk of Inflation, and so halfheartedly suggests that (discredited) wage and price controls could
be resorted to as an inflation-fightingpolicy.
The advocates of reindustrlallzation still suffer from the crucial
economic error of welfare-state liberalism. They both incorrectly
presume the Institution of government can possess the Intellectual
resources necessary to effectively redirect investment decisions away
from the direction indicated by spontaneous market forces. That Is,
theirattempts to “guide” production toward some Industries (whether
sunrise or sunset) and away from others (specified or not) will result
not In a simple transfer of socially valuable resources but In a substantial reduction ofthem.
In a competitive capItal market, entrepreneurs have to compete
with one another to discover profitable projects In order to secure
fidure command over more hinds. To the extent that government
agencies disperse favors In the form ofcheap credits, the competitive
discovery process Is subverted and politically favored projects succeed at the expense of others which may be more economically
efficient The microprocessor and steel Industries, as well as the
economy as a whole, would be farhealthier if we permitted them to
compete fairly for investible funds rather than “rig the game” ofthe
competitive process by providing cheap credit to some competitors
at the (hidden) expense ofothers.
The only way we can know on which lines of production to concentrate and to what extent is by observing the outcome of market
rivalry. Whether we are squandering resources by over- or underinvesting In microprocessors or steel can be revealed only by the
message contained In the relative profitability of rival firms in these
Industries. But this is precisely the Information we garble when we
channel money toward one or another of the contenders. Deprived
of its elimination process, the market could no longer serve as a
method for discovering better and eliminating worse production
techniques. Without the necessityofresponding to consumers’ wants
or needs, businesses would not withdraw from unprofitable avenues
of production. One need not be a crude Social Darwinist to understand that we could no more expect the market process to function
as the economy’s coordination mechanism while simultaneously
bailing out unresponsive firms than we could expect biological evolution to function without any species becoming extinct.
The only support industrial policy advocates offer for the claim
that the particular industries called “basic” are necessary for the
survival of other Industries seems to be an excessively literal
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interpretation of their own metaphors. The term “Industrial base”
connotes some sort offoundation supporting the economy’s structure
(appropriately made of solid things like steel) without which the
whole building will collapse. Thus we are told that weneed to shore
up our industrial base before wefind it “coming apart at the seams,”
leading to a collapse of the whole structure.t
But articulating an analogy between an economy and a building
does not constitute an explanation. There is no reason why the steel
Industry constitutes a more crucial linchpln ofour economic structure
than any other industry, whether its product Is as tough as nails or as
soft as software. There is no reason a country cannot find Itself most
prosperous by specializing in selling intangible services to other
nations, In which case its Industrial base would be invisible. To
sustain an argument that an expensive rescue operation is needed to
salvage certain selectedIndustries, it Is necessary to go beyond architectural analogies and specI1~’why the overall economy can expect
tobenefit from such an operation.
The older structural Industries are not all that Rohatyn wants to
shore up through kderal assistance. He also urges that large doses
ofmoneybe offered to America’s “older cities.” Once again he uses
a structure metaphor to carry most oftheweight ofhis argument, but
this time It is In terms ofthe so-called infrastructure which Includes
the nation’s cities, harbors, and transportation systems. Rohatyn claims
that we cannot afford to allow our cities to deteriorate; but he never
explains why the rest of the country would benefit from accepting
the burdens of the bad management of various mayors, just as he
never explains why taxpayers should bearthe losses that have resulted
fltm the incorrect decisions ofthe managers ofsteel plants (Rohatyn
1980b, p. 23; 1982b, p. 80). If New York City’s government cannot
pay its bills, why should Idaho taxpayers be compelled to come to
therescue? As In the case ofbailing out basic Industries, would this
not amount to a program for rewarding bankruptcy? Would this not
be a policy virtually guaranteed to call forth a rash ofdefaults in order
to win frderal loans? I~as Rohatyn admits, the precarious financial
situationofso many m~ormetropolitan governments Is a direct result
~BIuestone and Harrison (1082, p. 16) use the latter phrase. The phrase “shoring up
the system” recurs throughoutthis literature. David t . Barnett (1960, p. 60) closes his
4
article on the reindustrializatlon debate with the prediction that out of It “will como
action that will shore up America’s economic might” Etzloni (1983~pp. 190 and 313)
talks about“steps needed to shore up the economy” and asserts that “allsgroe that the
foundations ofthe American economy havo weakened and nocd shoring up.” Robatyn
(1982., p.3) refers to “a coordinated process that would shore up the system and avoid
a crisis.”
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of their irresponsibility, how can government-sponsored salvage
operations be expected to make the recipients more responsible?
Rohatyn’s response to such charges ofrewarding failure Is that his
RFC would Impose onerous austerity conditions on anyone who
receives federal assistance, whether in city government or In basic
Industries (1982b, p. 82). Nobody will see these bailouts as coveted
prizes because the conditions on the loans will be stringent enough
to discourage further fiscal irresponsibility. This response requires
the rather strong assumption that the financial experts within the
RFC would be considerably more clever than those whom they are
bailingout We would have to assume thatthese experts could devise
schemes which the managers ofthe recipient Institutions could not
devise, so cities or businesses could be saved without providing
rewards which would attract others Into the now lucrative business
of going broke.
But perhaps the real reason Rohatyn wants to bail out older industries and cities is much more straightforward. He openly admits, “I
like big cities.... Civilization grows there. Religion develops in
open air, I suspect But civilization—that is in the cltiesit Such an
argument takes us out of the realm of social science, however, and
Into the streets ofpolitical struggle. How would Rohatyn respond to
a religious rural dweller who cares little about the so-called civilization ofbig cities and wants an RFC to bail out small farmers and
bankrupt churches at the expense ofsteel companies and city dwellen? As long as we can find no plausible case for the specS status of
theolder Industries and cities—acase whichcan show thatthe health
of other sectors and regions would unambiguously benefit from
financingamassively expensive rescueoperation—thereis no reason
why those who do not share Rohatyn’s tastes should be expected to
endorsehis policy prescriptions.
There Is no better illustration of the political problem—of the
warfare that Industrial policy will Invariably ignite—than the divergence between Its two leadIngproponents about whichsectors ought
to be supported. Although we have little assurance that there is any
expenditure of which either Reich or Rohatyn would disapprove,
it is evident that Reich cares little for Rohatyn’s older cities,
and that Rohatyn is relatively unimpressed by Reich’s new-fangled
technologies.
While Reich and others who clamor for reindustrialization largely
agree with Rohatyn that basic manufacturing industries are among
the structural supports of the economy, fewer would concur about
mQuoted by Alpern (1981, p. 26).
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theolder cities. Rohatyn’sthlrdm~orcategoryofpotentIalrecipients
of RFC finding, the banks, is still less popular. But Rohatyn’s logic
In this case Is no differentthan in the other two.

Banks are described
as “weakening financial structures” and pIctured In the by-nowfamiliar metaphor as necessary supports for the rest ofthe economy.
Needless to say, Rohatyn concludes that we must take “steps that
would shore up the domestic banking system” because “the private
banks, alone, cannot carry the burden.” He proposes that “both the
taxpayers and the bank’s stockholders will have to assume a part” of
the burden resulting from overextended credits to Third World
countries “if the banking system Is to be protected.” Rohatyn proposes a sort ofbankers’ welfare system whichwould involve supplying “a safety net for our American banks” and “doubling the IMF’s
capacity to lend money” to help support “our” banks’ shaky Investments overseas. And, like his argument for savingthe cities, Rohatyn
apparently seeks to reward the banks for their financial irresponsibility simply because he likes them: “Our banking system is one of
the most precious assets of our economy and of the free society
ibelf7~
The real issue in all of these crises of weakening “structures” Is
the same. Whatever the underlying causes of the deterioration of
basic industries, older cities,or overextended banks, their long-term
salvation does not lie In propping them up with federal monies. Bailouts can only reward andperpetuate Inefficientusesofscarce resources
at the expense of more efficient ones. They can only obstruct the
competitive discovery process on which the genuine health of our
economy ultimately rests.
The idea of an economy’s capital as a structure—in the sense of an
interconnected, interdependent network ofrelationships amongsecton—is an invaluable metaphor for understanding how productive
processes are coordinated with one another. But unlike a physical
structure such as a building, the economy’s capital structure Is contInually changing. Its parts are forever rea~ustlng on the basis ofthe
profit signals without which producers of capital goods would be
Mfi yn(198* p. Th ‘~ pp
~ and 8). 1
0~
Involved In tho U.S. banking system’s shaky International commitments, The default
ofa couple of Third world countries could bring down several ins~orbanks and cause
Immensefinancial difficulties Inthis countryIfsignificantrefbnns to thebanicing system
are not undertaken first. The Issue Is not how bad these banking problems are, but
whether propping up the very Institutions which brought about the problems and
rewarding the very decision makers who got us Into this danger Is the best way to
resolve them.The banking system Is the oldest cartel in the United States andthe most
In need offundamental reform In the direction ofmore competition, not~as Rohatyn
would like, more government Involvement See weber (1983).
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unable to guide their use In such a way as to best contribute to the
future production ofconsumption goods. Thus a call for governmental restructuring or shoring up ofthis self-ordering system amounts
to Interference with the very mechanism that tends to keep the
sectors ofthe capital structure Integrated with one another.as
The fact that Reich wants to accelerate many of the very changes
that Rohatyn wants to slow down does not make his policies any
more compatible with the market mechanism. To favor “flexiblesystem production” is to desire anoutcome, notto specifr any means
for its attainment To propose that the new RFC guide market forces
(whether this guidance is called accelerating or decelerating) Is to
presume that this agency can anticipate fixture developments better
than the market can; it Is to assume that the agency’s individual
Intelligence exceeds the social Intelligence of the competitive process. How will the agency know exactly which up-and-coming firms
to direct finding toward? Whether resisting or promoting the market’s structural changes, the advocates of reindustrlalizatlon must
assume that the directors of the new REC know enough to intelligentty intervene In the market process.
The structuralists often seem unaware that progress requires abandoning less-effective modes of production precisely to release
resources tbr more-effective ones. Rejuvenating the American economy cannot be accomplished without relying on the knowledge,
supplied by competition, about which lines of production to discard
as well as which to pursue. By taking their own metaphor too seriously, the structuralists presume that shoring up the economy is a
task like that undertaken by acivil engIneer whorepairs the structural
supports ofa building; theytreat a dynamic spontaneous order, which
is sustained by the social Intelligence generated by competitive processes, as if it were a single static project under the supervisIon of

an individual Intelligence.
“In their book on The DeiadssstrMbzaUon of America (1982, p. 208), Bluestono and
Harrison reveal the essence of the structuralist posItion by obligingly taking it to its
rIdIculous extreme, They Identlfr as one ofthe maIn causes of oureconomic malaise
“the increase in the velocity ofcapital mobility.” The problem, then, Is alleged to be
the mobility of Investment per so, not just Its withdrawal from basic IndustrIes or
beloved cities and banks. Since capitalists are compelled by the profit motive to constantly look for ways to cut costs, they Invariably can be found pulling out of loss cost
effective Investments. 4They are therefore deindustrlallzing older facilities. The proposed solution to this ‘ problem” Is to pass plant-cloning legislation tomake It difficult
forcapItal to move.This, ofcourse,will meanthatless andless ofour nation’sproductive
plant will operate cost effectively as time goes on and as economic circumstances
contInue to change. Taken to Its logical conclusIon, relndustrlallzation Is a pathologically reactionary call for economic rigidIty, for preventing rational &bustments to
changing circumstances,
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The Expert Coordinators: Some Historical Lessons
The articles and books by Reich and Rohatyn would serve well as
ibnnal job applications for the position as head ofa new RFC. Their
works are filled with general statements about theneed fbr “expert
and courageous leaders,” but It is not difficult to read “lIke me”
between the lines. While the call for strong leadership plays a crucial
role In their arguments for Industrial policy, this emphasis contributes nothing to answering the knowledge problem and does little to
dispel fears about the political problem. The responsIbility of the
“strong leader” will be to coordinate the actions of the rest of us.
SignIficantly, while Reich and Rohatyn repeatedly use the verb
“coordinate,” it is always In its transitive form. Coordination, in their
view, cannot occur spontaneously among Interacting Individuals but
must be Imposed by a coordinator on the coordinated.
Of course both these writers would deny they could become econonlic dictators. The new RFC would have a decision-making board
which will “hammer out” compromises. Rohatyn wants closed hardheaded “bargaining” sessions to be stagedamong representatives of
business, labor, and government and describes himself as an active
negotiator by temperament Reich pointsout that “much will depend
on the quality of America’s fixture polItical leadership” and that “we
will need leaders who are not afraid to recognize frankly the political
choices that are entailed In major economic change and who are
willing to choreograph openly the bargaining about them.” Despite
Reich’s democratic-sounding discussions ofopen arenas for bargaining and debate or Rohatyn’s promises of fair negotiations, It is a
peculiar bargain Indeedthat has tobe choreographed bya courageous
leader. And given the nature of the participants in these bargaining
sessions (political representatives of special interests) and the sorts
of issues being debated (who gets special benefits and who gets
penalized), it is inevitable that any consensus reached must either
stack the forces on one side among the contenders or leave the real
victims out ofthe “arena” altogether.2°
8
“Bobatyn (1982b, p. 2, p.74), ReIch (1983,pp. 14,273,275 and 276). It Is worth noting
thatthe original, Idealistic aspirations for fascism In Italy were to set up the vesy same
kind ofbargaining arena for settling conflIcts that Rohatyn and Reich now promote,
and that there too we were promised a kind of chorcographod bargaining process. See
for example LulgI VIHarl’s “The Economics of Fascism” (1932, pp. 98-9): “The National
Council was created to coordinate all the productive forces of the nation.... The
Council Is flntlscr entrusted with the duty of coordinating the Interests of the varIous
branches of trade; this isa particularly Important provIsion, and linpllcs the settling of
suchconflictss’s may arise, as for instance betweenagriculture andIndustry,or between
two or more rival Industrios.”
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Rohatyn places much ofthe burden ofhis argument for industrial
policy on the Issue of courageous leadership; for it was his own
trumpeted “success” as chairman of the Municipal Assistance Corporation (MAC) In salvaging New York City that convinced him to
attempt to “go national” and set up a bluer MAC for the whole
country? Rohatyn continuously reminds us how New York was saved
through his expert guidance and that~since the nation’s problems
are similar, the answer must lie In putting a financial expert (like
him) in charge ofthe nation’s finances. Each of his several popular
articles makes at least passing reference to his extensive financial
experience both in business and in rescuing New YorkP Hence it
seems fair to ask just what did happen in New York~Do Rohatyn’s
efibrts there inspire any confidence in his financial expertise and in
the kinds of policies he wants to extrapolate for the nation?
The bankruptcy of the New York City government was preceded
by a 10-year Increase In borrowing for current expenses: from $26
million in 1965 to $724 million in 1975. During the same period the
overall short-term debt rose from $250 million to over $4.5 billion.
One oftheblued factors in this debt debacle was the mushrooming
of oil budget enterprises (OBEs), quasi-private agencies whose borrowing could escape the constitutional limits placed on official government borrowing. The “courageous” (Bohatyn’s word) solution
that Governor Hugh Carey devised to solve this problem was the
creation of even more OBEs. In particular, a state-level Municipal
Assistance Corporation (led by Rohatyn) was authorized to Issue an
additional $10 billion in new bonds. These bonds, however, were
soldonly when the l~deralgovernment agreed to offer over a billion
dollars in loan guarantees and otherforms ofsupport Rohatyn admits
that “there is a real question whether the market can absorb the
billions In New York-related securities,” but says that this makes the
argument for a new RFC more compelling. But he cannot have his
cake and eat it too. Rohatyn cannot plead that the dire financial
circumstances of New York City make an RFC necessary and then
“Rohatyn describes New York City’s salvation as having “required the courageous
political leadership ofthe governor” (1980b, p. 20), while
22 the nation’s problems will
also“require Inspired political leadership” (198Db, p. ).
0
~See for example Rohatyn (198Db, p.2 ), where theausterity measures he Imposed on
New York are declared to be “what saved the city,” or Rohatyn (1981a, p. 16), where
“cooperation amongbusiness, labor, and government ooupled wItha wage freeze, cost
control, andsales tax revenues driven up by InflatIon,” mostofwhich were engineered
by MAC, are credited with havIng“saved New York CIty,”
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rest his case for the prospects of a successful EFC on the shining

example ofhis rescue ofNew York City from its threat ofbankruptcy.as
In other words Rohatynwas able to save NewYork City by spreading Its burdens to state and national taxpayers. He advocates similar
bailouts for other localities that try tolive beyond theirmeans. Itwas
not some mysterious financIalwizardry that worked its magicon New
York City, or themuch-vaunted austerity Bohatyn repeatedly Insists
he imposed on the unions, banks, and political Institutions there,3°
Itwas, on the contrary, the rather pedestrian ideaof letting someone
else pay the bills. But there are no higher levels of government to
pick up the tab for our national problems, though Bohatyn, if given
the chance, would love to “go international” and ply his trade at the
IMF.
If Rohatyn’s success In New York City Is less than inspiring as an
example for the new RFC, what of the original RFC itself? The
Reconstruction FinanceCorporation is discussedin a favorable light
by Rohatyn almost as often as his New York City story. The agency
was established by Herbert Hoover in 1932, and over a period of 13
years it dispersed more than $35 billion.3’ As Rohatyn says, the BFC
thereby “saved thousands ofbanks,railroads and businesses, financed
public works and ultimately defense plants in World War II.” Indeed,
Rohatyn declares that, on top of bestowing these blessings on the
economy, the original RFC even “returned a profit of$500 million
to the taxpayers.”~
This profit figure, however, was determined through an imaginative arithmetic manipulation (performed by none other than the head
“See Rohatyn (198Th), ThIs account Is taken from a more extensive examInation of

OREs by Bennettand DiLorenxo (1982), especIally chapter &

flicCldlland and Magdovltz (1981) report that a private auditing firm found a deficit
of over $700 million In 1978, two years after MAC’s supposedly tough austerity Incasumswere firmly In place. In spite otflohatyn’s frequentappeals to theneed forhonest
accounting procedures, the cIty reported a surplus of $32 million In that year.
~‘ThlsIs the total amount Jesse H. Jones (1931, p.3) says the RFC “loaned and spent,
Invested and gave away,”
1
’Rohatyn (1982b, p. 80) must have gotten this bogus profit figure by reading Jones’s
book(1931, p.4) Inwhich the statementtliatall ofthe $10.SbIlllon used “Inthe struggle
againstthe depression” (which was less than a third of the total money dispersed) was
“returnedto the Federal Trea ywith approxImately$500,000,000 profits,afterpaying
the Corporation’s operating expenses and a b.irrate ofIntereston the money which It
borrowed to finance this phase of its operations.” On the same page, however, Jones
rotS to cancelled debts that turn this haifa billion doflarprofit Into an $11.5 billion
loss. Randall Rothenberg (1983, p. 44) makes a different butequally mIsleading statemont In his article on reindustrlallzation when ho remarks that the old RFC paId for
Itself because “when Congress closed Its doors, the RFC returned *6 bIllion to the
Treasury.”
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ofthe BFC in his self-aggrandizing book about it) which manages to
omit some $12 billion ofRFC notes that Congress generously cancelled. Ifany private credit agency were to take this kind ofbeating
on its loans, ft would become the laughing stock of the financial
world. The BFC, ofcourse, was established to makewhatother credit
Institutions would consider high-rIsk Investments; that Is, toaid businesses that might well fall without its subsidIzed aId. The idea that
It could turn aprofit by adhering to a loan policy ofpropping up firms
unable to getloans from theprivate credit market is simply ludIcrous.
The new RFC would necessitate, as the old one did, considerably
Increased taxes and a hefty dose of government borrowing to foot
the bill.
If the consequences of paying these hidden costs are acknowledged, it Is hard to credit the old EEC with having saved any businesses on net How manyfirms were taxedout ofoperation orsqueezed
out of credit markets because of the generous loans ofthis agency?
Investment funds simply cannot be created by government flat; they
can only be rearranged. Since the proposed RFC, like any single
organization, is necessarily limited by the capacity ofan individual
intelligence and has no crystal ball to reveal where the best fixture
Investment possibilities lie, its actIvities are likely to divert capital
from the politically inept but economically efficient (to whom the
social intelligence of market processes would have channeled funds)
to the politically adept and economically inefficient
Thus the knowledge problemindicates thatthe task Rohatyn would
like a new RFC to take on—rejuvenating America’s industry as a
whole—Is beyond the powers ofany such agency, and indeed that It
would almost certainly reduce the nation’s real wealth. The political
problem, meanwhile, suggests that the EEC, in practice, is likely to
permit the securing of special privileges by the politically powerful
at the expense of society as a whole. Whereas the old EEC was a
dismal failure at rejuvenating American industry, It was a stunning
success as a dIspenser ofprivileges to those with high political connections at the expense ofthose wIthout. Houston millionaire Jesse
Jones boasts that during his tenure at theEEC “there was nota single
instance of fraud in the entire organization,” but his book is one long
list of favors, many of them, coincidentally, to friends and relatives
of the heads of the RFC.* In other words the EEC’s only success

~ones (1951, p. 11). On the early history of the EEC see Rothbard (1915~pp. 281-68)
and 7AM (1913). See alsoGrinder and Fairgat. (1915).
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was in its role as what humorist Will Rogerscalled “the caviar of big
business” (see Jones 1951, p. 5).
Reich’s favorite model for emulation Is Japan’s MIT! rather than
America’s earlier EEC, but he recognizes the close family resemblance among all such Institutions and sees the EEC as an Important
experlenca Through this experience, he says, government, business,
and labor “learned to communicate and bargain smoothly, orchestrating decisions through their hierarchical control over vast reservoirs of complementary resources (Reich 1983, pp. 52_53)~MReich’s
“national bargaining arena” would differ from Rohatyn’s EEC only
on thepartlcularlndustrleshe would liketosupportandthe openness
with which the agency would undertake its decisions. But Reich
offers no morejustification than Rohatyn forthe beliefthatthis investment-guidingagency will know how to repair the weakening industrial structures of our economy.
The Japanese miracle ofrapid economic growth sInce World War
Ills attributed by Reich to the farsighted Industrial policy of Mm.
Unlike the story ofthe “rescue” of New York, there is no question
that Japan’s success Is genuine. The nation’s real GNP has grown
from 21 trIllion yen in FY 1951 to 191 trillIon yen in FY 1980? The
only question concerns the extent to which we arejustified In attributing this success to the positive actions of MIT!?
Reich paints Mm as an elite of experts who have consistently
supported Japan’s most successful Industries. There have been so
many winners like Sony and Honda, we are told, because MIT! had
the foresight to pick them, Having spent a lifetime studying the
Japanese economy, however, C. C. Allen points out that MIll’s
record in selecting “sunrise” industries has been anything but awe
inspiring. MIT! bureaucrats were so unimpressed with the technological possibilities ofthe transistor in the 1950s that they tried for
two years to prevent Sony from buying manufacturing rights from
Western Electric. They tried to dissuade Japan’s auto manufacturers
from gettIng into the export market, then tried to force Japan’s 10
auto firms to merge into two, Nissan and Toyota. Fortunately for the
“ReIch (1983, p. 98) explicItly credits Hoover with having anticipated “the kind of
government role In Industrial development that Japan’s MIT! would undertake forty
years later.”
~Thcse figures were computed In terms of market prices In calendar year 1915, as
reported In the Comptroller General’s report to the Joint Economic Committee ofthe
U.S. Congress (1982, p.2).
“Chalmers Johnson (1982) supplies an excellent historical survey of Mm and Its
antecedent institutions but he merely assumes that the Japanese miracle of the past
three decades Is due primarily to MITTs policies.
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Japanese economy all ofthis advicewas ultimately ignored? IfMITt
has made fewer ofthese sorb oferrors than most other bureaucracies,
it Is only because they exert less power.
Thus if Japanese industrial policy is to be credited with an economic miracle, it would have to be on the grounds of how little it
interfered with entrepreneurs’ decisions relative to otheT industrialbed countries. Reich credits the remarkable success of Japan’s semiconductor industry to its government’s Industrial policy, but, in fact,
the United States government has been spending 10 times as much
as Japan on semiconductorresearch and development TheJapanese
economy employs more people in R&D than Britain, France, and
West Germany combined? Government channeling of Investment
fluids, the central policy goal of the relndustrializers, involves a
relatively small proportion ofJapan’s capital formation?
When the old bureaucratic class, the zaibatsu, was removed from
power after the war, the productive forces of entrepreneurial competition were unleashed. Japanese government expenditure is still
only about 25 percent of the GM?, compared to 35 percent in the
United States and 44.5 percent in Britain (see Macrae 1980, p. 7).
From 1951 to 1910 Japan’s taxes fell slightly but steadily from over
22 percent of national income to under 19 percent, while taxes in
most industrialized nations were rising.
Probably the single most significant factor in Japan’s economic
success has been its consistently high rate of savings. In 1980, for
example, savings were over 19 percent of personal Income. Mere
again It Is the lack of government Involvementwhich appears to be
largely responsible. Depending on the kind ofsavIngs program, the
first $13,600 or $22,600 of an individual’s savings are tax exempt
(Henderson 1983, p. 114). Ma result, the reserves ofcapital available
to Japanese entrepreneurs are estimated to be at least twice that
available to American businesses (Glider 1982, p. 15).
In short, while Reich Is right that we can learnan Important lesson
from Japan, he has learned the wrong lesson. As RIchard Casement
(1982, p. 21) points out, by and large, “the market is king in Japan
and companies respond rapidly to Its changing fashions.” What Is
~See Allen (1981), Henderson (1983, p. 113), GIlder (1982, pp. 12—13), and Sunwall
(1984
“Sec Becliner (1983, p.51) and Casement (1982, pp.5 and 14).
“David Henderson (1983, p. 114) cItes a study by Philip Tresise at The Brookings
Institution which shows that the Japan Development Bank provides only about 1
percent ofprivate, nonhousing capital formation,
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admirable about MITI is not what it has done or can do, but what It
has not and cannot do.
There Is no substantive argument for industrial policy among the
structuralists other than their belief In the expertise ofpeople, presuniably like Reich or Rohatyn. But their arguments and history, In
fact, provide little to support a claim that the new RYC would be
able to “orchestrate” clever solutions to the financial difficulties we
face on the national level. Instead, we should expect solutions which
ofl~rgenerous rewards to those who run their businesses or governments Into debt—policies which, in themselves, would require the
federal government to Increase taxes, inflation, or its own debt Reich’s
policy ofrewardingwinners does notstem from any betterconceptual
foundation than does Rohatyn’s of rewarding losers, and It is as sure
to encourage a gross waste of scarce resources and to make a bad
economic situation worse.
Notwithstanding the Insistence by industrial policy advocates that
one ofthe main purposes in establishing a new RFC Isto explicitly
resolve conflicts among special interests, they are actually holding
out a new and very tempting prize over which divergent interests
can struggle. The political problem Indicates thatthe worstwill likely
arrive on top in these struggles. Reich and Rohatyn at least try to
address this problem, however unsatisfactory their solutions may be.
But they have nothIng at all to say about the knowledge problem.
Nowhere are we shown why we should expect any single agency’s
individual intelligence to exceed the social Intelligence that results
from the rivalrous nonpolitical competition among capitalists, entrepreneurs, and workers that takes place in the market Yet wIthout
such ademonstration, the call forindustrial policy amounts to nothing
more than a plea for more of the same kinds ofblind government
Intervention in the marketthat has broughtus our current difficulties.

Conclusion
The noble-sounding aspiration of reindustrialization, implicit in
the rhetorical questions of my opening paragraph, Isto achieve control over the process of investment through a government agency
rather thanallowing the shape ofcapital investmentto be determined
by the turbulent, undesigned, and anonymous ibrces ofsupply and
demand in competitive capital markets. The likely result oftheplea
for a new RFC is that the turbulence will remain—as indeed the
current battles between various factions of industrial policy
dFor an Interestingdiscussion of the Japanese expcrlencewith “Industrial policy” and

the role of MIT!, see Sakoh (1984).
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advocates already show—but that the rivalry will be fought with
political weapons in addition to financial ones. The upshot will not
be more control overinvestment by society at all. Indeed, the wastes
involved in these political battles for governmentprivilege will ensure
that society as awhole will stifler. The only way for society as a whole
to be sewed by the investmentprocess Is to relinquish all ambitions
for “Industrial policy”; that Is, to abandon allcurrent efforts to control
these decisions by governmental agencies, and not to enhance and
concentrate such efforts into one Immensely powerful bureau.
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